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Abstract
For autonomous vehicles (AVs) to behave appropriately
on roads populated by human-driven vehicles, they must be
able to reason about the uncertain intentions and decisions
of other drivers from rich perceptual information. Towards
these capabilities, we present a probabilistic forecasting
model of future interactions between a variable number of
agents. We perform both standard forecasting and the novel
task of conditional forecasting, which reasons about how all
agents will likely respond to the goal of a controlled agent
(here, the AV). We train models on real and simulated data
to forecast vehicle trajectories given past positions and LIDAR. Our evaluation shows that our model is substantially
more accurate in multi-agent driving scenarios compared
to existing state-of-the-art. Beyond its general ability to
perform conditional forecasting queries, we show that our
model’s predictions of all agents improve when conditioned
on knowledge of the AV’s goal, further illustrating its capability to model agent interactions.
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Figure 1: Forecasting on nuScenes [4]. The input to our model is
a high-dimensional LIDAR observation, which informs a distribution over all agents’ future trajectories.

1. Introduction
Autonomous driving requires reasoning about the future behaviors of agents in a variety of situations: at stop
signs, roundabouts, crosswalks, when parking, when merging etc. In multi-agent settings, each agent’s behavior affects the behavior of others. Motivated by people’s ability
to reason in these settings, we present a method to forecast multi-agent interactions from perceptual data, such as
images and LIDAR. Beyond forecasting the behavior of all
agents, we want our model to conditionally forecast how
other agents are likely to respond to different decisions each
agent could make. We want to forecast what other agents
would likely do in response to a robot’s intention to achieve
a goal. This reasoning is essential for agents to make
good decisions in multi-agent environments: they must reason how their future decisions could affect the multi-agent
system around them. Examples of forecasting and conditioning forecasts on robot goals are shown in Fig. 1 and
Fig. 2. Videos of the outputs of our approach are available
at https://sites.google.com/view/precog.
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Figure 2: Conditioning the model on different Car 1 goals produces different predictions: here it forecasts Car 3 to move if Car
1 yields space, or stay stopped if Car 1 stays stopped.
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Throughout the paper, we use goal to mean a future
states that an agent desires. Planning means the algorithmic process of producing a sequence of future decisions (in
our model, choices of latent values) likely to satisfy a goal.
Forecasting means the prediction of a sequence of likely
future states; forecasts can either be single-agent or multiagent. Finally, conditional forecasting means forecasting
by conditioning on one or more agent goals. By planning
an agent’s decisions to a goal and sampling from the other
agents’s stochastic decisions, we perform multi-agent conditional forecasting. Although we plan future decisions in
order to perform conditional forecasting, executing these
plans on the robot is outside the scope of this work.
Towards conditional forecasting, we propose a factorized
flow-based generative model that forecasts the joint state of
all agents. Our model reasons probabilistically about plausible future interactions between agents given rich observations of their environment. It uses latent variables to capture
the uncertainty in other agents’ decisions. Our key idea is
the use of factorized latent variables to model decoupled
agent decisions even though agent dynamics are coupled.
Factorization across agents and time enable us to query the
effects of changing an arbitrary agent’s decision at an arbitrary time step. Our contributions are:
1. State-of-the-art multi-agent vehicle forecasting: We
develop a multi-agent forecasting model called Estimating Social-forecast Probabilities (ESP) that uses
exact likelihood inference (unlike VAEs or GANs) to
outperform three state-of-the-art methods on real and
simulated vehicle datasets [4, 8].
2. Goal-conditioned multi-agent forecasting: We
present the first generative multi-agent forecasting
method able to condition on agent goals, called PREdiction Conditioned on Goals (PRECOG). After modelling agent interactions, conditioning on one agent’s
goal alters the predictions of other agents.
3. Multi-agent imitative planning objective: We derive a data-driven objective for motion planning in
multi-agent environments. It balances the likelihood of
reaching a goal with the probability that expert demonstrators would execute the same plan. We use this objective for offline planning to known goals, which improves forecasting performance.

2. Related Work
Multi-agent modeling and forecasting is a challenging
problem for control applications in which agents react to
each other concurrently. Safe control requires faithful models of reality to anticipate dangerous situations before they
occur. Modeling dependencies between agents is especially
critical in tightly-coupled scenarios such as intersections.

Game-theoretic planning: Traditionally, multi-agent planning and game theory approaches explicitly model multiple
agents’ policies or internal states, usually by generalizing
Markov decision processes (MDPs) to multiple decisions
makers [5, 35]. These frameworks facilitate reasoning about
collaboration strategies, but suffer from “state space explosion” intractability except when interactions are known to
be sparse [24] or hierarchically decomposable [11].
Multi-agent forecasting: Data-driven approaches have
been applied to forecast complex interactions between multiple pedestrians [1, 3, 10, 14, 21], vehicles [6, 19, 26], and
athletes [9, 18, 20, 34, 36, 37]. These methods attempt to
generalize from previously observed interactions to predict
multi-agent behavior in new situations. Forecasting is related to Imitation Learning [25], which learns a model to
mimic demonstrated behavior. In contrast to some Imitation Learning methods, e.g. behavior cloning [29], behavior forecasting models are not executed in the environment
of the observed agent – they are instead predictive models
of the agent. In this sense, forecasting can be considered
non-interactive Imitation Learning without execution.
Forecasting for control and planning: Generative models for multi-agent forecasting and control have been proposed. In terms of multi-agent forecasting, our work is related to [33] which uses a conditional VAE [17] encoding
of the joint states of multiple agents together with recurrent
cells to predict future human actions. However, our work
differs in three crucial ways. First, we model continual
co-influence between agents, versus “robot-only influence”
where a robot’s responses to the human are not modeled.
Second, our method uses contextual visual information useful for generalization to many new scenes. Third, we model
interactions between more than two vehicles jointly. While
[15] assumes conditional independencies for computational
reasons, we do not, as they impose minimal overhead.
We consider scenarios in which the model may control
one of the agents (a “robot”). In terms of planned control, our method generalizes imitative models [31]. In [31],
single-agent forecasting models are used for deterministic
single-agent planning. Our work instead considers multiagent forecasting, and therefore must plan over a distribution of possible paths: from our robot’s perspective, the future actions of other human drivers are uncertain. By modeling co-influence, our robot’s trajectory are conditional on
the (uncertain) future human trajectories, and therefore future robots states are necessarily uncertain. Thus, our work
proposes a nontrivial extension for imitative models: we
consider future path planning uncertainty induced by the
uncertain actions of other agents in a multi-agent setting.
While [31] could implicitly model other agents through its
visual conditioning, we show explicit modeling of other
agents yields better forecasting results, in addition to giving us the tools to predict responses to agent’s plans.
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3. Deep Multi-Agent Forecasting
In this section, we will describe our likelihood-based
model for multi-agent forecasting, and then describe how
we use it to perform planning and multi-agent conditional
forecasting. First, we define our notation and terminology. We treat our multi-agent system as a continuousspace, discrete-time, partially-observed Markov process,
composed of A agents (vehicles) that interact over T time
steps. We model all agent positions at time t as St ∈ RA×D ,
where D = 2. Sat represents agent a’s (x, y) coordinates on
the ground plane. We assume there is one “robot agent”
(e.g. the AV) and A−1 “human agents” (e.g. human drivers
.
that our model cannot control). We define Srt = S1t ∈ RD
.
to index the robot state, and Sht = S2:A
∈ R(A−1)×D to
t
index the human states. Bold font distinguishes variables
from functions. Capital English letters denote random variables. We define t = 0 to be the current time. Subscript
absence denotes all future time steps, and superscript ab.
T ×A×D
sence denotes all agents, e.g. S = S1:A
.
1:T ∈ R
.
Each agent has access to environment perception φ =
{s−τ :0 , χ}, where τ is the number of past multi-agent positions we condition on and χ is a high-dimensional observation of the scene. χ might represent LIDAR or camera images, and is the robot’s observation of the world. In
our setting, LIDAR is provided as χ = R200×200×2 , with
χij representing a 2-bin histogram of points above and at
ground level in 0.5m2 cells. Although our perception is
robot-centric, each agent is modeled to have access to χ.

3.1. Estimating Social-forecast Probability (ESP)
We propose a data-driven likelihood-based generative
model of multi-agent interaction to probabilistically predict
T -step dynamics of a multi-agent system: S ∼ q(S|φ;D),
where D is training data of observed multi-agent state trajectories. Our model learns to map latent variables Z via
an invertible function f to multi-agent trajectories S conditioned on φ. f ’s invertibility induces q(S|φ), a pushforward distribution [23], also known as an invertible generative model [7, 12, 13, 16, 30]. Invertible generative models
can efficiently and exactly compute probabilities of samples. Here, it means we can compute the probability of joint
multi-agent trajectories, critical to our goal of planning with
the model. We name the model “Estimating Social-forecast
Probabilities” (ESP). S is sampled from q as follows:
Z ∼ N (0, I);

S = f (Z; φ);

S, Z ∈ RT ×A×D .

(1)

.
Our latent variables Z = Z1:A
1:T factorize across agents and
time, which allows us to decide agent a’s reaction at time t
by setting Zat ← zat , discussed later. Our model is related
to the R2P2 single-agent generative model [30], which constructs a deep likelihood-based generative model for singleagent vehicle forecasting. For multi-step prediction, we

generalize R2P2’s autoregressive one-step single-agent prediction for the multi-agent setting, and assume a one-step
time delay for agents to react to each other:
Sat = µaθ (S1:t−1 , φ) + σθa (S1:t−1 , φ) · Zat ∈ RD ,

(2)

where µaθ (·) and σθa (·) are neural network functions (with
trainable weights θ) outputting a one-step mean prediction
µat ∈ RD and standard-deviation matrix σta ∈ RD×D of
agent a, defining the system’s transition function q as
QA
q(St |S1:t−1 , φ) = a=1 N (Sat ; µat , Σat ),
(3)
where Σat = σta σta⊤ . Note that (2) predicts the ath agent’s
state Sat given the previous multi-agent states S1:t−1 . We
can see that given S1:t−1 , the one-step prediction in (2) is
unimodal Gaussian. However, multi-step predictions are
generally multimodal given the recursive nonlinear conditioning of neural network outputs µat and σta on previous
predictions. The final joint of this model can be written as
QT
q(S|φ) = t=1 q(St |S1:t−1 , φ).
(4)

3.2. Model Implementation
To implement our model q(S|φ), we design neural networks that output µat and σta . Similar to [30], we expand
µaθ (·) to represent a “Verlet” step, which predicts a constantvelocity mean when mat = maθ (S1:t−1 ,φ) = 0:
Sat = 2Sat−1−Sat−2+maθ (S1:t−1 ,φ) + σθa (S1:t−1 ,φ) ·Zat . (5)
{z
}
{z
} |
|
µa
t

σta

A high-level diagram of our implementation shown in
Fig. 3c. Recall φ = {s−τ :0 , χ}: the context contains the
past positions of all agents, s−τ :0 , and a feature map χ,
implemented as LIDAR observed by the robot. We encode s−τ :0 with a GRU. A CNN processes χ to Γ at the
same spatial resolution as χ. Features for each agent’s predicted position Sat are computed by interpolating into Γ as
Γ(Sat ). Positional “social features” for agent a are computed: Sat−Sbt ∀ b ∈ A\{a}, as well as visual “social features”
γta = Γ(s1t ) ⊕ · · · ⊕ Γ(sA
t ). The social features, past encoding, and CNN features are fed to a per-agent GRU, which
produces mat and σta in (5). We train with observations of
expert multi-agent interaction S∗ ∼ p(S∗ |φ) by maximizing likelihood with respect to our model parameters θ. We
use shared parameters to produce Γ and the past encoding.
See Appendix C for an architecture table and other details.
Flexible-count implementation: While the implementation described so far is limited to predict for a fixed-count
of agents in a scene, we also implemented a flexible-count
version. There are two flavors of a model that is flexible in
practice. (1) A fully-flexible model applicable to any scene
with agent count Atest ∈ N. (2) A partially-flexible model
applicable to any scene with agent count Atest ∈ {1..Atrain },
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(a) ESP forecasting
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Figure 3: Our factorized latent variable model of forecasting and planning shown for 2 agents. In Fig. 3a our model uses latent variable
Zat+1 to represent variation in agent a’s plausible scene-conditioned reactions to all agents St , causing uncertainty in every agents’ future
states S. Variation exists because of unknown driver goals and different driving styles observed in the training data. Beyond forecasting,
our model admits planning robot decisions by deciding Zr = zr (Fig. 3b). Shaded nodes represent observed or determined variables, and
square nodes represent robot decisions [2]. Thick arrows represent grouped dependencies of non-Makovian St “carried forward” (a regular
edge exists between any pair of nodes linked by a chain of thick edges). Note Z factorizes across agents, isolating the robot’s reaction
variable zr . Human reactions remain uncertain (Zh is unobserved) and uncontrollable (the robot cannot decide Zh ), and yet the robot’s
decisions zr will still influence human drivers Sh2:T (and vice-versa). Fig. 3c shows our implementation. See Appendix C for details.

controlled by a hyperparameter upper-bound Atrain set at
training time. To implement (1), the count of model parameters must be independent of Atest in order for the same architecture to apply to scenes with different counts of agents.
To implement (2), “missing agents” must not affect the joint
distribution over the existing agents, equivalent to ensuring
∂Sexisting/∂Zmissing = 0 in our framework. We implemented (2)
by using a mask M ∈ {0, 1}Atrain to mask features of missing
agents. In this model, we shared parameters across agents,
and trained it on data with varying counts of agents.

3.3. Conditional Forecasting
A distinguishing feature of our generative model for
.
multi-step, multi-agent prediction is its latent variables Z =
1:A
Z1:T that factorizes over agents and time. Factorization
makes it possible to use the model for highly flexible conditional forecasts. Conditional forecasts predict how other
agents would likely respond to different robot decisions at
different moments in time. Since robots are not merely passive observers, but one of potentially many agents, the ability to anticipate how they affect others is critical to their
ability to plan useful, safe, and effective actions, critical to
their utility within a planning and control framework [22].
Human drivers can appear to take highly stochastic actions in part because we cannot observe their goals. In our
model, the source of this uncertainty comes from the latent variables Z ∼ N (0, I). In practical scenarios, the robot
knows its own goals, can choose its own actions, and can
plan a course of action to achieve a desired goal. Recall
from (2) that one-step agent predictions are conditionally
independent from each other give the previous multi-agent
states. Therefore, certainty in the latent state Zat corre-

sponds to certainty of the ath agent’s reaction at time t to
the multi-agent system history S1:t−1 . Different values of
Zat correspond to different ways of reacting to the same information. Deciding values of Zat corresponds to controlling the agent a. We can therefore implement control of the
robot via assigning values to its latent variables Zr ← zr .
In contrast, human reactions Zht cannot be decided by the
robot, but remain uncertain from the robot’s perspective.
Thus, humans can only be influenced by their conditioning on the robot’s previous states in S1:t−1 , as seen Fig. 3b.
Therefore, to generate conditional-forecasts, we decide zr ,
sample Zh , concatenate Z = zr ⊕Zh , and warp S = f (Z, φ).
This factorization of latent variables easily facilitates conditional forecasting. To forecast S, we can fix zr while
sampling the human agents’ reactions from their distribution p(Zh ) = N (0, I), which are warped via (1).

3.4. PREdiction Conditioned On Goals (PRECOG)
We discussed how forecasting can condition on a value
of zr , but not yet how to find desirable values of zr , e.g.
values that would safely direct the robot towards its goal
location. We perform multi-agent planning by optimizing
an objective L w.r.t. the control variables zr , which allows
us to produce the “best” forecasts under L.
While many objectives are valid, we use imitative models (IM), which estimate the likeliest state trajectory an expert “would have taken” to satisfy a goal, based on prior
expert demonstrations [31]. IM modeled single-agent environments where robot trajectories are planned without consideration of other agents. Multi-agent planning is different, because future robot states are uncertain (states Srt>1 in
Fig. 3b), even when conditioned on control variables zr , be-
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cause of the uncertainty in surrounding human drivers Zh .
We generalize IM to multi-agent environments, and plan
w.r.t. the uncertainty of human drivers close by. First, we
chose a “goal likelihood” function that represents the likelihood that a robot reaches its goal G given state trajectory
S. For instance, the likelihood could be a waypoint w ∈ RD
the robot should approach: p(G|S, φ) = N (w; SrT , ǫI). Second, we combine the goal likelihood with a “prior probability” model of safe multi-agent state trajectories q(S|φ),
learned from expert demonstrations. Note that unlike many
other generative multi-agent models, we can compute the
probability of generating S from q(S|φ) exactly, which is
critical to our planning approach. This results in a “posterior” p(S|G, φ). Finally, we plan a goal-seeking path in the
learned distribution of demonstrated multi-agent behavior
under the log-posterior probability derived as:
(6)
log EZh [p(S|G, φ)] ≥ EZh [log p(S|G, φ)]

= EZh [log q(S|φ)p(G|S, φ) ]−log p(G|φ) (7)
.
r
(8)
L(z , G) = EZh [log q(S|φ) + log p(G|S, φ)]
= EZh [log q(f (Z)|φ) + log p(G|f (Z), φ)],
|
{z
}
| {z }
multi-agent prior

(9)

goal likelihood

where (6) follows by Jensen’s inequality, which we use to
avoid the numerical issue of a single sampled Zh dominating the batch. (7) follows from Bayes’ rule and uses our
learned model q as the prior. In (8), we drop p(G|φ) because it is constant w.r.t. zr . Recall Z = zr ⊕ Zh is the
concatenation of robot and human control variables. The
robot can plan using our ESP model by optimizing (9):
zr∗ = argmaxzr L(zr , G).

(10)

Other objectives might be used instead, e.g. maximizing
the posterior probability of the robot trajectories only. This
may place human agents in unusual, precarious driving situations, outside the prior distribution of “usual driving interaction”. (10) encourages the robot to avoid actions likely
to put the joint system in an unexpected situation.

4. Experiments
We first compare our forecasting model against existing
state-of-the-art multi-agent forecasting methods, including
SocialGAN [14], DESIRE [19]. We also include a baseline model: R2P2-MA (adapted from R2P2 [30] to instead
handle multiple agent inputs), which does not model how
agents will react to each others’ future decisions. Second,
we investigate the novel problem of conditional forecasting. To quantify forecasting performance, we study scenarios where we have pairs of the robot’s true goal and the
sequence of joint states. Knowledge of goals should enable
our model to better predict what the robot and each agent
could do. Third, we ablate the high-dimensional contextual

input χ from our model to determine its relevance to forecasting. Appendix F and G provide: (1) more conditional
forecasting results, (2) localization sensitivity analysis and
mitigation (3) evaluations on more datasets, and (4) several
pages of qualitative results.
nuScenes dataset: We used the recently-released full
nuScenes dataset [4], a real-world dataset for multi-agent
trajectory forecasting, in which 850 episodes of 20 seconds
of driving were recorded and labelled at 2Hz with the positions of all agents, and synced with many sensors, including
LIDAR. We processed each of the examples to train, val,
and test splits. Each example has 2 seconds of past and 4
seconds of future positions at 5Hz and is accompanied by a
LIDAR map composited from 1 second of previous scans.
We also experimented concatenating a binary road mask to
χ, indicated as “Road” in our evaluation.
CARLA dataset: We generated a realistic dataset for
multi-agent trajectory forecasting and planning with the
CARLA simulator [8]. We ran the autopilot in Town01
for over 900 episodes of 100 seconds each in the presence
of 100 other vehicles, and recorded the trajectory of every
vehicle and the autopilot’s LIDAR observation. We randomized episodes to either train, validation, or test sets. We
created sets of 60,701 train, 7586 validation, and 7567 test
examples, each with 2 seconds of past and 2 seconds of
future positions at 10Hz. See Appendix E for details and
https://sites.google.com/view/precog for data.

4.1. Metrics
Log-likelihood: As our models can perform exact likelihood inference (unlike GANs or VAEs), we can precisely
evaluate how likely held-out samples are under each model.
Test log-likelihood is given by the forward cross-entropy
H(p, q) = −ES∗ ∼p(S∗ |φ) log q(S∗ |φ), which is unbounded
for general p and q. However, by perturbing samples from
p(S∗ |φ) with noise drawn from a known distribution η (e.g.
a Gaussian) to produce a perturbed distribution p′ , we can
enforce a lower bound [30]. The lower bound is given by
H(p′ , q) ≥ H(p′ ) ≥ H(η). We use η = N (0, 0.01 · I) (n.b.
H(η) is known analytically). Our likelihood statistic is:

. 
ê = H(p′ , q) − H(η) /(T AD) ≥ 0,

(11)

which has nats/dim. units. We call ê “extra nats” because
it represents the (normalized) extra nats above the lower
bound of 0. Normalization enables comparison across models of different dimensionalities.
Sample quality: For sample metrics, we must take care
not to penalize the distribution when it generates plausible samples different than the expert trajectory. We extend
the “minMSD” metric [19, 26, 30] to measure quality of
joint trajectory samples. The “minMSD” metric samples a
model and computes the error of the best sample in terms of
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MSD. In contrast to the commonly-used average displacement error (ADE) and final displacement error (FDE) metrics that computes the mean Euclidean error from a batch of
samples to a single ground-truth sample [1, 6, 10, 14, 28],
minMSD has the desirable property of not penalizing plausible samples that correspond to decisions the agents could
have made, but did not. This prevents erroneously penalizing models that make diverse behavior predictions. We
hope other multimodal prediction methods will also measure the quality of joint samples with minMSD, given by:
.
m̂K = ES∗ min ||S∗ − S(k) ||2/(T A),
(12)
k∈{1..K}
iid

where S∗ ∼ p(S∗ |φ), S(k) ∼ q(S|φ). We denote the peragent error of the best joint trajectory with
†
.
m̂aK = ES∗ ∼p(S∗ |φ) ||S∗a − Sa,(k ) ||2/T ,
(13)
.
k † = argmink∈{1..K} ||S∗ − S(k) ||2 .

4.2. Baselines
KDE [27, 32] serves as a useful performance bound on all
methods; it can compute both m̂ and ê. We selected a bandwidth using the validation data. Note KDE ignores φ.
DESIRE [19] proposed a conditional VAE model that observes past trajectories and visual context. We followed the
implementation as described. Whereas DESIRE is trained
with a single-agent evidence lower bound (ELBO), our
model jointly models multiple agents with an exact likelihood. DESIRE cannot compute joint likelihood or ê.
SocialGAN [14] proposed a conditional GAN multi-agent
forecasting model that observes the past trajectories of all
modeled agents, but not χ. We used the authors’ public
implementation. In contrast to SocialGAN, we model joint
trajectories and can compute likelihoods (and therefore ê).
R2P2 [30] proposed a likelihood-based conditional generative forecasting model for single-agents. We extend R2P2
to the multi-agent setting and use it as our R2P2-MA model;
R2P2 does not jointly model agents. We otherwise followed the implementation as described. We trained it and
our model with the forward-crossQentropy loss. R2P2-MA’s
A
likelihood is given by q(S|φ) = a=1 q a (Sa |φ).

4.3. Multi-Agent Forecasting Experiments
Didactic Example: In the didactic example, a robot (blue)
and a human (orange) both navigate in an intersection, the
human has a stochastic goal: with 0.5 probability they will
turn left, and otherwise they will drive straight. The human
always travels straight for 4 time steps, and then reveals its
intention by either going straight or left. The robot attempts
to drive straight, but will acquiesce to the human if the human turns in front of the robot. We trained our models and
evaluate them in Fig. 4. Each trajectory has length T = 20.
While both models closely match the training distribution
in terms of likelihood, their sample qualities are significantly different. The R2P2-MA model generates samples

that crash 50% of the time, because it does not condition
future positions for the robot on future positions of the human, and vice-versa. In the ESP model, the robot is able to
react to the human’s decision during the generation process
by choosing to turn when the human turns.
CARLA and nuScenes: We build 10 datasets from
CARLA and nuScenes data, corresponding to modeling different numbers of agents {2..5}. Agents are sorted by their
distances to the autopilot, at t = 0. When 1 agent is included, only the autopilot is modeled; for A agents, the autopilot and the A−1 closest vehicles are modeled.
For each method, we report its best test-set score at the
best val-set score. In R2P2 and our method, the val-set score
is ê. In DESIRE and SocialGAN, the val-set score is m̂, as
they cannot compute ê. Tab. 1 shows the multi-agent forecasting results. Across all 10 settings, our model achieves
the best m̂ and ê scores. We also ablated our model’s access to χ (“ESP, no LIDAR”), which puts it on equal footing
with SocialGAN, in terms of model inputs. Visual context
provides a uniform improvement in every case.
Qualitative examples of our forecasts are shown in
Fig. 5. We observe three important types of multimodality: 1) multimodality in speed along a common specific
direction, 2) the model properly predicts diverse plausible
paths at intersections, and 3) when the agents are stopped,
the model predicts sometimes the agents will stay still, and
sometimes they will accelerate forward. The model also
captures qualitative social behaviors, such as predicting that
one car will wait for another before accelerating. See Appendix G for additional visualizations.
R2P2-MA

Model
R2P2-MA
ESP

R2P2-MA

ESP

ESP

Test m̂K=12

Test ê

Forecasting crashes

Planning crashes

0.331
0.000

0.085
0.031

50.8%
1.17%

49.5%
0.00%

Figure 4: Didactic evaluation. Left plots: R2P2-MA cannot model
agent interaction, and generates joint behaviors not present in the
data. Right plots: ESP allows agents to influence each other, and
does not generate undesirable joint behaviors.

4.4. PRECOG Experiments
Now we perform our second set of evaluations. We investigate if our planning approach enables us to sample
more plausible joint futures of all agents. Unlike the previous unconditional forecasting scenario, when the robot is
using the ESP model for planning, it knows its own goal.
We can simulate planning offline by assuming the goal was
the state that the robot actually reached at t = T , and then
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Table 1: CARLA and nuScenes multi-agent forecasting evaluation. All CARLA-trained models use Town01 Train only, and are tested
on Town02 Test. No training data is collected from Town02. Means and their standard errors are reported. The en-dash (–) indicates
an approach unable to compute ê. The R2P2-MA model generalizes [30] to multi-agent. Variants of our ESP method (gray) outperform
prior work. For additional evaluations on Town01 Test and single agent settings, see Appendix F.
Approach
CARLA Town02 Test
KDE
DESIRE
[19]
SocialGAN
[14]
R2P2-MA
[30]
Ours: ESP, no LIDAR
Ours: ESP
Ours: ESP, flex. count
nuScenes Test
KDE
DESIRE
[19]
SocialGAN
[14]
R2P2-MA
[30]
Ours: ESP, no LIDAR
Ours: ESP
Ours: ESP, Road
Ours: ESP, Road, flex.

Test m̂K=12

Test ê

2 agents
4.488 ± 0.145
1.159 ± 0.027
0.902 ± 0.022
0.454 ± 0.014
0.633 ± 0.017
0.393 ± 0.014
0.488 ± 0.017

8.179 ± 1.523
–
–
0.577 ± 0.004
0.579 ± 0.006
0.550 ± 0.004
0.537 ± 0.002

2 agents
19.375 ± 0.798
3.473 ± 0.102
2.119 ± 0.087
1.336 ± 0.062
1.496 ± 0.069
1.325 ± 0.065
1.081 ± 0.053
1.464 ± 0.067

3.760 ± 0.015
–
–
0.951 ± 0.007
0.920 ± 0.008
0.933 ± 0.008
0.929 ± 0.008
0.980 ± 0.003

Test m̂K=12

Test ê

Test m̂K=12

3 agents
5.964 ± 0.099
1.099 ± 0.018
0.756 ± 0.015
0.516 ± 0.012
0.582 ± 0.014
0.377 ± 0.011
0.412 ± 0.012

6.029 ± 0.394
–
–
0.640 ± 0.022
0.620 ± 0.013
0.529 ± 0.004
0.508 ± 0.001

7.846 ± 0.087
1.410 ± 0.018
0.932 ± 0.014
0.575 ± 0.011
0.655 ± 0.013
0.438 ± 0.010
0.398 ± 0.010

3 agents
31.663 ± 0.894
4.421 ± 0.130
3.033 ± 0.110
2.055 ± 0.093
2.240 ± 0.084
1.705 ± 0.089
1.505 ± 0.070
2.029 ± 0.079

Test ê

Test m̂K=12

4 agents
5.181 ± 0.172
–
–
0.598 ± 0.010
0.591 ± 0.006
0.540 ± 0.004
0.499 ± 0.001

9.610 ± 0.078
1.697 ± 0.017
0.979 ± 0.015
0.632 ± 0.011
0.784 ± 0.013
0.565 ± 0.009
0.435 ± 0.011

4 agents

4.102 ± 0.023
–
–
0.989 ± 0.008
0.955 ± 0.008
1.018 ± 0.011
1.016 ± 0.011
1.001 ± 0.003

Left

41.289 ± 1.170
5.957 ± 0.162
3.484 ± 0.129
2.695 ± 0.100
3.201 ± 0.113
2.547 ± 0.095
2.360 ± 0.093
2.525 ± 0.099

Front

5.116 ± 0.097
–
–
0.620 ± 0.010
0.584 ± 0.004
0.592 ± 0.004
0.496 ± 0.001

5 agents

4.369 ± 0.026
–
–
1.020 ± 0.011
1.033 ± 0.012
1.053 ± 0.015
1.013 ± 0.012
1.015 ± 0.002

Right

Test ê

5 agents

Left

52.071 ± 1.449
6.575 ± 0.198
3.871 ± 0.148
3.311 ± 0.166
3.442 ± 0.139
3.266 ± 0.155
2.892 ± 0.162
2.933 ± 0.129

Front

4.615 ± 0.028
–
–
1.050 ± 0.012
1.107 ± 0.018
1.082 ± 0.013
1.114 ± 0.024
1.029 ± 0.002

Right

Figure 5: Examples of multi-agent forecasting with our learned ESP model. In each scene, 12 joint samples are shown, and LIDAR colors
are discretized to near-ground and above-ground. Left: (CARLA) the model predicts Car 1 could either turn left or right, while the other
agents’ future maintain multimodality in their speeds. Center-left: The model predicts Car 2 will likely wait (it is blocked by Cars 3 and
5), and that Cars 3 and 5 sometimes move forward together, and sometimes stay stationary. Center-right: Car 2 is predicted to overtake
Car 1, which itself is forecasted to continue to wait for pedestrians and Car 2. Right: Car 4 is predicted to wait for the other cars to clear
the intersection, and Car 5 is predicted to either start turning or continue straight.

planning a path from the current time step to this goal position. We can then evaluate the quality of the agent’s path
and the stochastic paths of other agents under this plan.
While this does not test our model in a full control scenario, it does allow us to evaluate whether conditioning on
the goal provides more accurate and higher-confidence predictions. We use our model’s multi-agent prior (4) in the
stochastic latent multi-agent planning objective (9), and define the goal-likelihood p(G|S, φ) = N (SrT ; S∗r
T , 0.1·I), i.e.
a normal distribution at the controlled agent’s last true future position, S∗r
T . As discussed, this knowledge might be
available in control scenarios where we are confident we can
achieve this positional goal. Other goal-likelihoods could
be applied to relax this assumption, but this setup allows us
to easily measure the quality of the resulting joint samples.
We use gradient-descent on (9) to approximate zr∗ (see supplement for details). The resulting latent plan yields highly

likely joint trajectories under the uncertainty of other agents
and approximately maximizes the goal-likelihood. Note
that since we planned in latent space, the resulting robot
trajectory is not fully determined – it can evolve differently
depending on the stochasticity of the other agents. We next
illustrate a scenario where joint modeling is critical to accurate forecasting and planning. Then, we conduct planning
experiments on the CARLA and nuScenes datasets.
4.4.1

CARLA and nuScenes PRECOG

DESIRE planning baseline: We developed a straightforward planning baseline by feeding an input goal state and
past encoding to a two-layer 200-unit ReLU MLP trained
to predict the latent state of the robot given training tuples
(x = (HX , SrT ∼ qDESIRE (S|φ, zr )T )), y = zr ). The latents
for the other agents are samples from their DESIRE priors.
Experiments: We use the trained ESP models to run PRE-
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Table 2: Forecasting evaluation of our model on CARLA Town01 Test and nuScenes Test data. Planning the robot to a goal position
(PRECOG) generates better predictions for all agents. Means and their standard errors are reported. See Tab. 6 for all A = {2..5}.
Data

CARLA A = 2

CARLA A = 5

nuScenes A = 2

nuScenes A = 5

Approach
DESIRE [19]
DESIRE-plan
ESP
PRECOG
DESIRE [19]
DESIRE-plan
ESP
PRECOG
DESIRE [19]
DESIRE-plan
ESP
PRECOG
DESIRE [19]
DESIRE-plan
ESP
PRECOG

(a) CARLA, ESP

Test m̂K=12

Test m̂a=1
K=12

Test m̂a=2
K=12

Test m̂a=3
K=12

Test m̂a=4
K=12

Test m̂a=5
K=12

1.837 ± 0.048
1.858 ± 0.046
0.337 ± 0.013
0.241 ± 0.012
2.622 ± 0.030
2.329 ± 0.038
0.718 ± 0.012
0.640 ± 0.011
3.307 ± 0.093
4.528 ± 0.151
1.094 ± 0.053
0.514 ± 0.037
6.830 ± 0.204
6.562 ± 0.207
2.921 ± 0.175
2.508 ± 0.152

1.991 ± 0.066
0.918 ± 0.044
0.196 ± 0.009
0.055 ± 0.003
2.621 ± 0.045
0.194 ± 0.004
0.340 ± 0.011
0.066 ± 0.003
3.002 ± 0.088
0.456 ± 0.015
0.955 ± 0.057
0.158 ± 0.016
4.999 ± 0.219
2.261 ± 0.100
1.861 ± 0.109
0.149 ± 0.021

1.683 ± 0.050
2.798 ± 0.073
0.478 ± 0.024
0.426 ± 0.024
2.422 ± 0.048
2.239 ± 0.057
0.759 ± 0.024
0.741 ± 0.024
3.613 ± 0.140
8.600 ± 0.298
1.233 ± 0.078
0.871 ± 0.070
6.415 ± 0.294
6.644 ± 0.314
2.369 ± 0.188
2.324 ± 0.187

–
–
–
–
2.710 ± 0.066
3.119 ± 0.098
0.809 ± 0.025
0.790 ± 0.024
–
–
–
–
7.027 ± 0.360
6.184 ± 0.325
2.812 ± 0.188
2.654 ± 0.190

–
–
–
–
2.969 ± 0.057
3.332 ± 0.090
0.851 ± 0.023
0.804 ± 0.022
–
–
–
–
7.418 ± 0.324
9.203 ± 0.448
3.201 ± 0.254
3.157 ± 0.273

–
–
–
–
2.391 ± 0.049
2.758 ± 0.083
0.828 ± 0.024
0.801 ± 0.024
–
–
–
–
8.290 ± 0.532
8.520 ± 0.514
4.363 ± 0.652
4.254 ± 0.586

(c) nuScenes, ESP

(b) CARLA, PRECOG

(d) nuScenes, PRECOG

Figure 6: Examples of planned multi-agent forecasting (PRECOG) with our learned model in CARLA and nuScenes. By using our
planning approach and conditioning the robot on its true final position, our predictions of the other agents change, our predictions for the
robot become more accurate, and sometimes our predictions of the other agent become more accurate.

COG on the test-sets in CARLA and nuScenes. Here, we
use both m̂K and m̂aK to quantify joint sample quality in
terms of all agents and each agent individually. In Tab. 2
and Fig. 6, we report results of our planning experiments.
We observe that our planning approach significantly improves the quality of the joint trajectories. As expected, the
forecasting performance improves the most for the planned
agent (m̂1K ). Notably, the forecasting performance of the
other agents improves across all datasets and all agents. We
see the non-planned-agent improvements are usually greatest for Car 2 (m̂2K ). This result conforms to our intuitions:
Car 2 is the closest agent to the planned agent, and thus,
it the agent that Car 1 influences the most. Qualitative examples of this planning are shown in Fig. 6. We observe
trends similar to the CARLA planning experiments – the
forecasting performance improves the most for the planned
agent, with the forecasting performance of the unplanned
agent improving in response to the latent plans. See Appendix G for additional visualizations.

5. Conclusions
We present a multi-agent forecasting method, ESP, that
outperforms state-of-the-art multi-agent forecasting methods on real (nuScenes) and simulated (CARLA) driving
data. We also developed a novel algorithm, PRECOG,
to condition forecasts on agent goals. We showed conditional forecasts improve joint-agent and per-agent predictions, compared to unconditional forecasts used in prior
work. Conditional forecasting can be used for planning,
which we demonstrated with a novel multi-agent imitative
planning objective. Future directions include conditional
forecasting w.r.t. multiple agent goals, useful for multi-AV
coordination via communicated intent.
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